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■ Hot Seat
INTRODUCING
Plumbing & HVAC is pleased to announce
the appointment of John Tenpenny as editor and the promotion of assistant editor
Leah Den Hartogh to editor.
An award-winning writer and editor,
John has more than 20 years of journalism experience. Most recently, John
was the editor of Canadian Shipper, a
122-year-old publication covering the
transportation and logistic sectors.
A graduate of Loyalist College and
Trent University, Leah joined Plumbing &
HVAC in 2018.

Facebook:
@PlumbingandHVAC

will not return to pre-pandemic levels until
the end of 2021.
Studying Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
figures for the first and second quarter, with
a significant drop in the second quarter (12.1
per cent) the study suggests Canada’s real
GDP for the whole year is likely to show a
decline of 8.2 per cent.
“The impact of the virus on the economy
will be with us for years,” said the Board’s chief
economist Pedro Antunes. “Every province in
Canada has incurred the wrath of COVID-19
with sharply negative growth this year. While
some provinces are faring better than others,
every region of Canada has a long road ahead
before fully returning to normal.”
My long career has offered me the
opportunity to cover a variety of industries
and topics, but I’ve found that the common
thread has always been the people and
the passion they have for what they do. I
look forward to learning more about the
plumbing and HVAC industry and meeting
its passionate practitioners.
While the storm is far from over, I’m glad
to have found a new home.
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Riding the wave(s)
Not having a working crystal ball at the
moment I hesitate to look too far ahead. That is
certainly one lesson I’ve learned over the past
six months.
Writing this—my first column for Plumbing
& HVAC—isn’t something I foresaw, but here
I am. Back in March, like many I’m sure, I
thought I would work from home for awhile,
before things settled down and returned to
normal. Instead, an economic tsunami hit,
and the publication I previously worked for
was shuttered and I found myself treading
water with no land in sight.
Luckily, I was thrown a lifeline in the
form of a job offer from Mark Vreugdenhil,
the wonderful owner and publisher of this
magazine. My experience is no different from
what many people have had to endure during
these unprecedented times as COVID-19
reshapes the economic landscape.
What things look like six months from now
isn’t easy to predict either, but while it may be
a “new normal” hopefully it’s an improvement
over the past six months. Getting there will
probably be a slow ride, though.
A recent study from The Conference Board
of Canada suggests a slow economic recovery
from the effects of the pandemic. Even after
the expected rebound in the third and fourth
quarters, the study suggests the economy now
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■ Industry News

Wholesalers have to get creative to make it
through the COVID-19 pandemic
By Leah Den Hartogh

Everything went out the window for
wholesalers when COVID-19 hit. What
used to work, all of a sudden changed for the
distribution channel, as inventory shortages
became an all too real issue for the industry.
But wholesalers rebounded. New solutions
were made for problems that started during
the pandemic, “COVID equals creativity,”
explains Joe Senese, a vice president
of operations for Groupe Deschênes.
“It forced us to look at even the most
simplistic elements of our business and
required them to be reengineered (like
customers coming to counters to pick up
material). Probably the simplest form of
wholesale service value that’s out there
today. Once customers were not allowed to
enter premises, it forced pretty creative
response to how we were going to be able to
still provide products and keep the
supply
chain
going
because
the
contractor
Groupe Deschênes
network is isanthe
essential
parentservice.
company
”
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of several subsidiary companies which
operate across Canada including, Bardon,
Boone, Centrix, Descair, Deschênes Montreal,
Deschênes Quebec, Desco, Flocor, Huot,
Iconix, and Ideal Supply.

Wholesalers are doing their
part by practicing social
distancing and offering
curbside pickup
to customers.

unquestionably changed our way of doing
business, from supply chain to network
operations and to the ways we provide service
and value to our customers. It has forced us
to see things from a different perspective

Customers appreciate the opportunity to place
advanced orders and have the ability to just drive
up and have it delivered to their vehicle as opposed
to a location.
To get to the final transaction between a
contractor and wholesaler, there is a whole
chain of events that need to happen. Senese
says it’s in each of those steps that there needs
to be a level of creativity for solutions.
“This pandemic has brought us a set of
totally unexpected challenges that no one
could have envisioned,” says Neil
McDougall,
president
of
Master
Distribution. “It has

and to ensure we adjusted to our customers’
needs while following all the appropriate
government instructions for health and safety
protocols.”

Contactless strategy
Contractors have embraced curbside pickup.
“I think customers appreciate the opportunity
to place advanced orders and have the ability

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

The safety of customers and
employees remains a top concern.

Curbside pickup is expected
to stay long after the
pandemic is over.

limited capacity. That complicated matters,”
says Senese. “We certainly tried to take a more
provincial approach to how and what we have to
do to meet the needs of our customers right
across Canada.”
In addition, forecasting basically went out
the window, says Yves Bélanger, vice president of
supply chain at Wolseley Canada Inc. “Not
knowing the future demand and having an
abrupt decrease in sales, we had to change
our ordering to adapt to the current reality.”
After the dip in demand, there was an abrupt
reintroduction of demand due largely to
construction sites being reopened.

Level of transparency Communication

to just drive up and have it delivered to their
vehicle as opposed to a location,” explains Rita
Woodley, regional manager for the
greater Toronto area at Noble. “It’s a lot
faster service for them with regards to
turnaround. I think curbside pickup is going
to stay.”
Across the country, each province has
been affected by the pandemic differently,
“The changes were felt mostly in the
eastern part of the country, which was
hardest hit by the pandemic, particularly
in Quebec, and in Ontario, where
construction sites were closed at the request
of the provincial governments,”

says McDougall.
“The implementation of safety measures
and the closure of construction sites also had
a drastic effect on demand during the first
couple of months of the pandemic.”
For those that operate businesses across
Canada, this made planning a bit trickier.
“Unfortunately for us, we operate national
across the country, each province, on top of
what the federal government was doing, put
in their own control mechanisms such as
with commercial construction sites, some
were closed, some were open, and some had

amongst all levels of the distribution
channel needed to be increased. “We thought
communication was important before, it has
exponentially become something that needs to
be at the core of everything we do both
internally and for customer and supplier
contact,” says Senese. This includes
communication between subsidiary companies
which allowed them to share best practices.
When COVID-19 first hit, in many
ways, wholesalers went into survival mode,
attempting to find the best way to conduct
business while ensuring the safety of their
employees and customers.
Safety remains to be of top concern for
Continued on page 8
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■ Industry News
Continued from page 7

wholesalers and contractors. “Everyone has
been affected by this crisis and of course
contractors are no exception. The majority
of them tell us that the greatest challenges
they currently face are mainly related to
the health and safety requirements of their
employees and the continuity of business as
the pandemic is prolonged,” says McDougall.
In terms of inventory shortages, contractors
were happy to get product no matter or not if
it was something they were familiar with. Not
all wholesalers had their inventory take a hit.
According to Woodley, Noble’s inventory was
fully loaded prior to COVID-19.

Fortune telling
While the industry can only guess what the
future will hold, they appear to be optimistic.
Others aren’t so sure, “Once this subsides in a
couple of years, I think a lot of new habits will
have formed and it will never go back,” says

8
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Bélanger. Still, some believe that there is still
a chance for things to go back to normal, with
an asterisk, “Nobody knows exactly what’s
coming, but I think we’re at a stage now where
we can see the trends around still requiring
our traditional services but requiring the new
digital technology services as an add on,” says
Senese.
Everyone is still doing their part to
make sure that the industry can survive the
pandemic. “Everybody’s been respectful and
doing their part in order to keep the economy
going. We’re doing our part with regards to
delivery,” says Woodley.
What everyone needs to remember is that
nothing can be taken for granted, and any
company must set themselves up to adapt
to changing realities, suggests McDougall.
“Even though the pandemic imposed physical
distancing, it in return allowed us to get closer
to our customers by being more attentive to
their needs and adapting our services to their
new reality.” ✚

Masks, gloves, and sanitary solution
are effective methods for keeping
workspaces COVID-19 free.
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■ Heating
Increased interest and
awareness around air quality
and UV-C systems has
resulted in more pre-season
bookings from dealers and
distributors this year.
(Photo: Napoleon)

The pandemic has driven demand for heating systems with
safety features, while also affecting manufacturers’ ability to
meet that demand
By John Tenpenny
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The new normal imposed by the COVID-19
pandemic has certainly had an affect on the
residential heating industry as homeowners
have shifted their attention to safety and
cleanliness in their homes' heating systems.
With students returning to school, air
quality and HVAC systems have become a
hot topic. Both the federal and provincial

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

This year, contractors have
come to realize that they
want to have product in
stock before they commit to
installation dates.
(Photo: Lloyd HVAC Services)

governments, inlcuding Ontario and B.C.
have stepped up to support school boards
reopening safely, with funding to support
improved ventilation, air quality and HVAC
system effectiveness in schools.

Blinded by the light
Ultraviolet-C (UV-C) lights have long been
used in commercial HVAC systems to
eliminate bacteria, as well as to sterilize spaces
and equipment in healthcare, aviation and
industry as well as sterilize drinking water.
While studies have yet to confirm whether
UV-C light is able to kill SARS-CoV-2, the
virus that causes COVID-19, multiple studies
have shown that it can kill other viruses,
including influenza and other seasonal
coronaviruses.
“Homeowners have become much more
conscientious of their home environment—
they’re spending a lot more time there,” says
Joe Cancilla, sales manager—HVAC
for Napoleon. “So, there has been more
focus put on improving that environment.”
The Barrie, Ont.-based company claims to
be the only Canadian manufacturer to offer
UV-C technology inside a furnace.
The company’s unique virus-killing UV-C
sanitization system called Homeshield is

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

the same technology used in hospitals to
kill viruses and pathogens using the UV-C
wavelength light. Homeshield produces the
UV-C “killer effect” safely inside the furnace,
to sterilize the air inside, stopping the spread
of harmful viruses, moulds, bacteria and
allergens. And it works 24 hours a day as the
furnace is heating, cooling or circulating air.
“An inadequate heating and cooling system
can create a risky situation in a home,” says
Stephen Schroeter, co-CEO of Napoleon.
“Pathogens like viruses, bacteria and other
airborne contaminants can recirculate and be
transferred between rooms.”
According to Schroeter, surging demand
since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic has led to Napoleon ramping up
production.
This has led to some challenges, says
Cancilla.
“Increased interest and awareness around
air quality and UV-C systems has definitely
resulted in an increase in our pre-season
bookings from dealers and distributors this
year,” he says.
“But the downside to that is from a supply
perspective. [Napoleon]—like everyone else
in the industry—have been caught off-guard
by the demand and, unfortunately, we aren’t

in a position to capitalize as much as we’d like
on business opportunity.
“We’re okay on the furnace side, but on the
aftermarket UV-C lights have been an issue.
And we don’t see the demand diminishing
anytime soon.”

Trade wars
In addition to the pandemic, manufacturers
like Napoleon have also had to negotiate the
effects of the ongoing trade war between
the U.S. and China, which has seen tariffs
implemented and shortages of raw and
finished goods.
While raw materials haven’t been much of
an issue, “After 40 years, we have a strong team
in place for sourcing our steel,” says Cancilla,
the company has seen some interruptions
with some finished goods.
“Most manufacturers operate in a global
sourcing environment,” he says. “So, we
try to source as much as we can locally, but
obviously some product is coming from the
U.S., Mexico or elsewhere.”
As the pandemic has come in waves, so
too have its effects on manufacturer’s supply
chains.
Continued on page 13
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■ Heating
The Napoleon 9700 series furnace
includes a unique virus-killing UV-C
sanitization system—the same
technology used in hospitals.
(Photo: Napoleon)

Continued from page 11

For example, products from China saw
interruptions in May and June resulting from
factories shutdowns related to COVID-19
in January and February, while the delay for
products from the U.S. and Mexico, “we’re
seeing right now,” explains Cancilla.
“With so many components—I can’t even
guess how many parts go into one of our
furnaces— it’s amazing how much of an
impact a single wire harness or screw can
have on the supply chain.”
As a result, Napoleon has spent a lot of time
on sourcing and now have, in some cases,
duplicate and triplicate suppliers to minimize
disruptions.
“Like many manufacturers in the industry
we’re backordered on some products,” says
Cancilla, who makes a comparison to what
consumers experienced at grocery stores
during the early days of the pandemic.
“People are aware that they can’t sit on the
fence when it comes to home heating products
and services. They may be available today, but
they may not be available tomorrow.”
The expected second wave of COVID-19
may take any number of shapes, but regardless,
it will affect supply for manufacturers and
consumers alike.
“We were shut down or had our
manufacturing capabilities severely cut back
for several months early in 2020, which
had implications on our manufacturing
schedule in the spring for air conditioning,”
says Cancilla. “And if we’re challenged with
similar interruptions in the fall, it will have an

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

enormous impact on product availability of
heating products for homeowners.”
Another impact from supply chain
disruptions has been a surge in the movement
towards buying locally sourced products
and Napoleon has seen this first-hand, says
Cancilla.

An inadequate
heating and
cooling system can create a
risky situation in a home.
Pathogens like viruses,
bacteria and other airborne
contaminants can recirculate
and be transferred
between rooms.
“Our strongest selling feature has always
been ‘Made in Canada,’” he says. “And it has
resonated with customers even more so now
with the recent disruptions to supply chains
and the encouragement from all levels of
government to buy local.
“All of which has improved our sales.”

Being proactive
On the contractor and distributor side of the
business, the pandemic has upended standard
practices, says Cancilla.

The just-in-time mentality that has ruled
the HVAC industry the past number of years
has started to fall by the wayside as people
realize they want to have product in stock
before they commit to installation dates.
“The more responsible contractors and
distributors have realized, especially after
the air conditioning season we just had,
that they need to have the product on hand
before committing to any level of guaranteed
service.”
That has been a challenge, especially with
the demand Napoleon is seeing this year, both
in the cooling and heating seasons.
With the increase in spending by Canadians
on home improvements since March, the
company had its best air conditioning season
and demand for heating has so far, been
strong.
“I’ve been with Napoleon since 1992 and
I don’t remember a year that was ever this
busy,” says Cancilla.
And it’s not just new installations either.
Cancilla says concerns from homeowners
about systems breaking down or failing has
led many to be proactive with servicing and
replacement.
“They don’t want to be caught in another
lockdown situation where they have to be
concerned with having repair people entering
their homes.” ✚
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■ Hot Water Heating
Bob “Hot Rod” Rohr
demonstrating the use of
a Caleffi Hydroflush cart.
(Photo: Caleffi)

P

rior to his recent retirement
from Plumbing and HVAC,
Simon Blake suggested I comb
through my archives for a topic
that might be worthy of revisiting.
He thought many of new faces in the
industry would benefit, and that some of
our technology has changed enough to
make an update useful for the experienced
hands. One of the first topics that came to
mind when I looked at my back catalogue
was that of hydronic system water quality,
specifically, how to clean and flush a
closed-loop system and how to prevent
them from becoming fouled by “stuff ” in
the first place.
Before considering any system clean
and flush, information needs to be
gathered. It is essential to partner with
experts who can analyze the system in
question and then help determine:
1. What “stuff ” needs to be cleaned out of
a system;
2. What should be going back into the
system; and
3. How to keep it clean after all of that
work.

Local resources

Cleaning, flushing, and
preventing corrosion in
closed-loop hydronic systems
By Roy Collver

Fortunately, there has been an expansion
of resources available for those of us in
hydronics. Local plumbing and heating
wholesalers would be my first choice. They
can steer you in the right direction either
through their own in-house hydronics
experts or by referring you to some of
their suppliers who specialize in hydronic
cleaning and treatment. I emphasize
the word “local” when it comes to most
things hydronic. Be wary of a good deal
online. This is especially important with
Continued on page 17
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■ Hot Water Heating

Continued from page 15

water treatment and chemicals of any kind.
There are many local issues to be concerned
with, from what stuff is in the local water, to
how local jurisdictions deal with disposal of
cleaning chemicals, to what chemicals are
even allowed (a big deal when the system has
a domestic hot water tank or heat exchanger).
In Canada there are some great suppliers
with good representative networks, and
most have a useful online presence. My
shortlist includes manufacturers who have
good wholesale distribution across the
country, are friendly to the light commercial
and residential contractor base, and have a
one-stop shopping product offering. I am
highlighting these particular choices because
they have easily accessed literature, technical
support people and training materials that
focus on helping you understand what you
are doing and why, along with step-bystep “how to” instructions. There are many
other suppliers and manufacturers in the
Canadian market, and some of them are
more regional. Do some searching on your
own for the right fit—the best choice in your
area may not be on this list.
Fernox Canada has been around for
decades, and its products are highly
recommended by many contractors. They
have a whole suite of chemicals for cleaning
and treating and a great power-flush
machine as well.
One of my favourite suppliers is Axiom
Industries from Saskatoon, who have a
comprehensive product offering that has
been carefully designed for ease of use by
contractors big and small.
Another good resource is Caleffi. They
have all kinds of specialty products, great
training and literature resources, and a very
good representative network across Canada.
They don’t supply chemical treatment, but
proper use of their air and dirt separators can
negate the need for treatment altogether. They
also have a really good flush and fill cart.

new or old hydronic system is the first step.
Municipalities should be able to give you an
analysis of their treated water—otherwise,
find a private lab. Chemical suppliers will
often help you with this, or plug “water
sample analysis lab” into your browser
search and see what comes up for your
area. Knowing what is in the water could
influence some system design choices as far
as component selection is concerned.
Do you need to demineralize, filter or
otherwise treat the fill water? There are some
nifty solutions for that, and manufacturers
are making it easier. Find a demineralizing
system that fits the type of work you do and
use it for every system fill. In addition, are
there other special fill water filtration needs?
Is it wise to add on-going side-stream filtration, dirt separation, air separation or
magnetic particle capture to help you keep
the system in good shape?
A basic, new system start-up procedure
should include: initial fill—clean and flush—
refill and treat if required. Not every system
needs chemical treatment. Pay attention to
the materials in your system to ensure treatment compatibility. Wetted materials could
include copper, steel, cast iron, aluminum,
brass a variety of plastic, fiber and rubber
products, many of which might be damaged
by using the wrong chemicals. From what

An Axiom glycol feeder tank used to
pressurize and fill hydronic systems
without direct connection to a potable
water supply.

The dirty micron filter (left) was changed
out after a clean and flush, while
the cleaner one, removed six months
later, shows the clean and flush was
successful.

What’s in the water?
Analyzing the fill water to be put into any
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Continued on page 19
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DELIVERING HOT WATER
SHOWER AFTER SHOWER!

Envirosense® Residential
Condensing Gas Water Heaters
• Up to 96% efficient, ENERGY STAR® qualified
• 76,000 and 100,000 BTU inputs
• Available in 50 and 75 gallon models
• Fully submerged, spiral-shaped condensing
heat exchanger for maximum heat transfer

Check out our website at

www.johnwoodwaterheaters.com

■ Hot Water Heating
good way to make your life
easier is to employ the use of a
I have read in the specification sheets for
flush and fill machine. Check
most of the newer residential/light comwith your local wholesaler—
mercial cleaners and treatment chemicals,
they may have one they can
there should be no issues with today’s comlend or rent to you. If you
mon hydronic materials, and they should
do enough hydronic system
be compatible with common glycol soluwork, you will likely want to
tions.
purchase one.
Even if the water quality is excellent, new
Existing systems are
systems should be cleaned to remove any oil,
cleaned and treated using
pipe dope, construction debris and the like.
the same procedures as for a
Make sure you filter the fill water to avoid
new system, but the cleaning
introducing particulates, even from treated
cycle may have to be more
municipal water. Micron filters should be
aggressive and run longer.
removed prior to the cleaning procedure and
If components are really
replaced afterwards. Zone valves should be
Micron filters (this one is shown with a chemical
plugged up or corroded,
pot feeder) should be removed prior to the cleaning
fully opened while cleaning and flushing—
harsher cleaning chemiprocedure and replaced afterwards.
use manual shutoff valves, not zone valves to
cals may be needed, and the
alternate flow between zones if desired.
procedure might need to be
After filling and air removal, cleaning
Flush and fill
repeated one or more times. You may also
chemicals are added to the system and
The key to successful cleaning, flushing and
have to pause the procedure and clean straincirculated according to manufacturer’s
air removal is to create a high velocity fluid
ers and dirt separators numerous times to
instructions, then flushed out with plain
flow that will result in enough turbulence to
maintain the high flow velocities required.
filtered water until it runs clean. Blowvigorously scrub the walls of the system pipYou should also diagnose what led to such
down any dirt separator and micron filter
ing, boiler heat exchanger, heat terminal units
poor conditions, so that you can recommend
chambers, then completely drain.
and other components. This scrubbing action
corrective action and preventative, ongoing
The chemical people may tell you their
will help break up and remove encrustations,
maintenance procedures as well as determine
products are non-toxic, but check with
contaminants and sludge and keep them in
what treatment chemicals should be added.
the municipality before you go ahead and
suspension, so they can be expelled during
Not to scare you, but there is one precaudump the stuff into a sanitary drain. Never
the flushing procedure. System pumps are
tion I highly recommend you adopt. In really
dump any type of chemical into a storm
sized for a velocity in the four foot per second
badly-corroded systems, the cleaning prodrain. For new and old systems, strainers,
range, which is simply not fast enough to get
cess can remove enough material to damage
dirt and air separator coalescing media and
a cleaning job done quickly. It is normal to
some components and cause leaks—many
other capture filters should be removed,
take days or weeks of cleaner circulation, and
leaks in some cases. It is important to let the
cleaned and reinstalled after the flush-out.
even then, a lot of junk may still remain. A
client know that even though you will be
very careful, leaks may occur. In these cases,
My first article for the trade press was back in 1996. When the editor retired,
it might be a good idea to have a liability
waiver for them to sign.
Simon Blake took over the reins. Twenty-one years later, I call him a close friend.
To view past articles from Roy relating
He quickly got up to speed on the technical stuff I was writing about and
to this month’s column, visit www.
asked the right questions. His rule right out of the gate—articles were to be
plumbingandhvac.ca/category/featuremanufacturer neutral—resulted in a highly regarded publication.
articles. ✚
He would give me few suggestions and we would arm-wrestle about how
Continued from page 17

many words I was allowed. I am grateful to Simon for the way we collaborated
to make my articles readable and visually interesting.
I am getting all choked-up submitting my 135th article to Simon (the article in
this issue will be 136). I will miss the monthly banter but intend to keep in touch
to see how his latest vintage motorcycle restorations are going and how well his
newest model airplane flies.
His monthly editorials, with their calm and astute analysis of industry trends
and influences, have helped shape a rapidly changing industry for the better.
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Roy Collver is an
author and consultant on
hydronic heating based in
Qualicum Beach, B.C. He
can be reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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■ Heating
Next generation smart
thermostat
Johnson Controls, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
announced an addition to its suite of LUX
products—the LUX CS1 smart thermostat. It
involves minimal set-up with flexible installation using either a power wire, c-wire, or LUX
power bridge. Then, just hook it up to Wi-Fi
for internet connection. The thermostat can
be connected to an Amazon Alexa or Google
Assistant for hands-free control and voice activation. Compatible with the LUX app, the
temperature can be controlled from anywhere.
Johnson Controls 
www.johnsoncontrols.com

Tube-style
neutralizers
Neutra-Safe
Corp., Stoughton,
Mass achus etts,
introduced their
new four-inch,
tube style condensate neutralizers. They feature a new
design that includes full opening integral
union ends, bi-directional condensate flow,
3/4-inch female NPT inlet/outlet tapping, and
3/4-inch male NPT x socket fittings. The unit
also comes with snap-in mounting brackets.
Neutra-Safe Corp. 
www.neutrasafe.com

Multi-position
air handler

Innovative VRF
controls

Fujitsu General America, Pine
Brook, New Jersey, introduced
new multi-position air handler units that can be used with
Fujitsu’s inverter heat pump
technology and discharge outdoor units with a modular
design indoor unit. It is available in four sizes from 24,000 to
48,000 BTU/h. It features all-aluminum indoor unit coils, high
static pressure capability, indoor
sound levels as low as 24 dBA, and adaptive fan
motor control for optimum comfort.

Trane, Davidson, North
Carolina, announced their
Tracer SC+ controls platform,
which now integrates with the Trane/
Mitsubishi Electric N-Generation City Multi
variable refrigerant flow (VRF) technology.
The online interface allows for quick setup
and provides comfort and efficiency for
commercial buildings. Tracer SC+ allows
facility managers to securely monitor and
manage multiple buildings and tenants from
anywhere. It is scalable to complex, larger
buildings.
Trane  www.trane.com

Furnace for the
COVID-era
Napoleon, Barrie, Ont., introduced their virus-killing
gas furnace system, which
features their HomeShield
technology. The HomeShield
system is a unique UV-C sanitation system. The ultraviolet light does not
occur naturally due to the filtering effect of the
atmosphere. Germicidal UV-C light breaks
down DNA, damaging and killing viruses and
bacteria. The system produces the light within
the furnace, to sterilize the air inside. It works
silently 24 hours a day as the furnace is heating,
cooling, or circulating air.
Napoleon  www.napoleon.com
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Fujitsu General America 
www.fujitsugeneral.com

Factoryassembled
RenewAire, Waunakee,
Wi s c ons i n , i nt ro duced the SA series,
a factory-assembled,
turnkey array of stack static-plate enthalpy cores on a baseplate
for energy recovery inside OEM HVAC air
handlers. For commercial applications, the
series is an alternative to enthalpy wheels
for controlling load transfer in large airflow
applications. It is available in standardized
20-inch core modular stacks ranging from
2,250-CFM to 70,000-CFM. Custom sizes
are also available.
RenewAire  www.renewaire.com

Inverter ducted
package
Bosch
Thermotechnology, Watertown,
Massachusetts, announced the addition
of its inverter ducted
package (IDP) three
ton, which offers peak
efficiency and compressor technology of its
IDP five-ton air-source heat pump system.
The IDP three ton comprises all the benefits
of the inverter split system in a single cabinet,
including modulation to minimize energy
usage. It has a SEER rating of 18.5 and 19, and
EER ratios of 12 and 12.5.
Bosch Thermotechnology 
www.bosch-climate.us
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In an otherwise stagnant ﬁeld, only one brand of furnace is bringing innovation to the
HVAC world. Napoleon’s Ultimate 9700 Series looks different because it is different.
The revolutionary Vortex Turbulator increases heating efﬁciency, the ultra violet light
puriﬁes air and the SureView burner window shows the ﬂames in operation as the
furnace runs whisper quiet. Don’t get boxed in by outdated thinking.
™

■ Building Green

The retrofit of a Hamilton high-rise generates valuable lessons
By Bruce Nagy
An elderly couple orders breakfast at a
restaurant and soon after their meals arrive
the server notices that the man hasn’t touched
his food. “Is everything alright?” the server
asks. “Oh yes,” replies the man, “I’m just
waiting for the teeth.”
While most of us wouldn’t think of sharing
one set of dentures, this amusing anecdote
reminds us that we live in a time when smart
re-use and recycling choices can be good for
the planet and for the pocketbook.
It’s a message, that sadly, has yet to sink in.
According to the World Bank, more than two
billion tons of trash ends up in landfills each
year. The World Economic Forum reports that
32 per cent of the 78 million tons of plastic
packaging produced each year ends up in the
ocean. And just 14 per cent of global plastic is
collected for recycling, with even less actually
reused.

A North American first
When it comes to the Canadian construction
industry, we’ve come a long way over the
past 10 years, but new construction currently
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diverts just five to 15 per cent of concrete,
wood, asphalt and other materials. While
demolition and renovation operations run at
closer to 50 per cent, there is still much room
for improvement.
It’s one reason various levels of
governments across Canada are paying
close attention to the City of Hamilton’s Ken
Soble Tower project. Once completed, it
will qualify as one of only 10 passive house
(PH) high-rise retrofits registered with the
International Passivhaus (passive house)
Association in the world—and the first in
North America.
Built in 1967, the city-owned 18-storey
building at 500 MacNab Street was like
thousands of other buildings in North
America, crumbling, with failing mechanical
systems, nearing the end of its usefulness, but
too valuable to simple demolish.
After considering several options including
sale, rebuild, capital repair, and rehabilitation,
CityHousing Hamilton Corporation (CHH)
opted to retrofit the building, making significant improvements at a fraction of the cost

The retrofit of the Ken Soble Tower in
Hamilton, Ont. included new exterior
cladding plus mineral wool insulation
upgrades.
of new build. Why rebuild if you can retrofit?
As the first such retrofit in North America,
the Ken Soble Tower project may provide
a model for similar government-owed
apartment complexes and with the building’s
rehabilitation of 146 units of senior housing,
is being closely watched by the affordable
housing community.

Renewal vs. new construction
Initially scheduled for completion in the Fall
of 2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
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To ensure the building
envelope is tightly sealed,
triple pane windows were
installed, which also help
minimize energy loads.

CHH is looking at
occupancy taking place
in the Spring of 2021.
Once construction
began, the building
also revealed additional
areas of building
deterioration, including
extensive mould growth,
bre a ks in t he f ire
separation between units

and inadequate plumbing. Addressing these
previously concealed problems added to the
scope of work and to project costs, which are
currently estimated at $33 million.
Despite the problems, CHH chose
to retrofit the Tower to meet EnerPHit
Certification, a branch of the Passive House
(Passivhaus) performance-based standard
designed specifically for building retrofits.
CHH says the project will provide residents
with improved comfort, health and greater

asset renewal project in which we replaced
every electrical conduit and plumbing riser,
we still did not have to do a $5 million
demolition or construct an 18-storey
concrete frame,” said Stewart, speaking
to hundreds of architects and engineers
around the world during a recent webinar.
“So, it cost half as much as building new,
and the embedded carbon figures are very
compelling.”
Once construction was underway, more

Even though it became a complete asset renewal
project in which we replaced every electrical
conduit and plumbing riser, we still did not have to do a
$5 million demolition or construct an 18-storey
concrete frame.

Built in 1967, the Ken Soble Tower,
like high-rises in North America was
crumbling. Too valuable to demolish, a
passive house retrofit provided a model
for its regeneration.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

control over their indoor environments,
and dramatically reduce the building’s
environmental impacts. The project’s
success will also create an emblematic
case study that will guide government
planners all over the continent.
According to Graeme Stewart, principal at
ERA Architects, the project lead, retrofitting
the Tower drastically reduced the cost
compared to constructing a new building.
“Even though it became a complete

problems were uncovered. Inside the Tower,
they found leaking risers, mould and
asbestos in the walls, holes in the firewalls,
an underperforming corridor pressurization
system, and numerous broken fans. Even
some of the door and window openings,
balconies and other structural elements were
deteriorating.
“It was effectively a gut job,” recalls Stewart.
Continued on page 25
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We Create Living Spaces for Generations to Come

Adding
Warmth to
Every Day
Viessman is one of the most prefered and trusted brands
in hydronic heating solutions in Canada for 40 years.
Whether your project is a new home, commercial
residence, or retroﬁt we offer heating solutions supported
with digital tools to provide peace of mind at your ﬁngertips:

• Program, remotely monitor & control
your boiler using ViCare App

• Free expert advice when you request
a heating system consultation online

• Extended 5 year parts and labour warranty
for residential gas-ﬁred condensing boilers
up to 300 MBH input*

40 YEARS

IN CANADA

viessmann.ca
*in Canada only

■ Building Green

The passive house retrofit will provide residents with improved comfort, health and
greater control over their indoor environments.
Continued from page 23

Despite the problems, the project proves
that retrofitting old apartment towers is
possible, according to Ya’el Santopinto,
ERA’s lead project architect. “It establishes
a good model for healthier public housing,
how to address certain thermal bridges and
how to simplify the mechanical system,”
she says.
Santopinto also noted that the perceptions
of what make the project innovative have
shifted.
“When we collaborated with CityHousing
Hamilton the project’s primary innovation
was a 94 per cent carbon emissions reduction
target. Now, seen through the lens of a
global pandemic, the building is innovative
for its fresh air delivery, thermal comfort,
and resilient back-up systems. Energy
efficiency has become a secondary—though
significant—co-benefit of health-centred
performance.”
Moving the building to the non-fossil-fuel
passive house standard would have provided
reduction in emissions close to 100 per cent,
but with approximately five years of useful life
remaining on the domestic hot water boiler, it
will remain in place for a time. The remainder
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of the plumbing and HVAC systems are all
new and emissions-free.

Innovative building envelope
One innovative aspect of the project’s energy
efficiency is that central VRF air handling has
been placed at both the top and bottom of the
building, according to mechanical engineer
Cara Sloat, an associate with Reinbold
Engineering Group, the lead engineer on the
project.
“It’s pretty innovative because … [it]
reduces maximum pressure and provides
some control options. We supply one
hundred per cent fresh air that is ducted
through the energy recovery ventilators
and can be boosted at the unit level using a
supplementary coil, with each apartment
having its own thermostat,” she says.
“In most standard high-rise apartment
units there are four perforations in the
envelope, but in this case, there are none.
For venting we are using Studor positive air
pressure attenuators and air admittance
valves (AAVs), which are not very well
known in North America. They allow air
in without letting any escape.”
Because of the small loads all of the Tower’s
146 units’ heating and cooling needs will be

managed through the ventilation system, says
passive house consultant Joshua Vanwyck
of JMV Consulting in Vancouver.
“In the buildings we created from 19601980 the conventional wisdom was that you
would push air from corridors for ventilation.
Now the industry agrees this is not an
effective approach. Studies indicate that only
20 per cent of the air arrived at its destination.
Now we actually duct and balance instead. It’s
much healthier.”
The building envelope is highly insulated
and tightly sealed. Triple pane passive
house certified windows from Cascadia in
Langley, B.C. will help control conditioning
loads. Blinds are being installed to help with
overheating due to solar gain, a common
challenge for passive house projects. The
balconies that come with many old buildings
and create thermal bridge problems have been
replaced with Juliet-style balconies.
Four inches of mineral wool insulation
has been added beneath new cladding to the
exterior of the building. The plan was for
six inches, but when it was decided that the
drywall would all be removed, two inches
were added on the inside instead.
It is expected that the building’s annual
primary energy requirement per square metre
will drop from 650 kWh to 130 kWh.
The plumbing is low flow and includes
drain water heat recovery, and the appliances
are all Energy Star, which all adds up to lower
utility bills for the Tower’s senior residents.
No more sharing dentures. ✚
Bruce Nagy is a Toronto
writer, author of more than
150 articles on clean energy.
His new book, ‘The Clean
Energy Age’ was released
on Amazon by Rowman &
Littlefield in 2018. He can be reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
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Control BO
BOTH Tank and Bowl Water Levels

New Dial for Bowl Water Control:

■ Ability to finefine-tune water levels in both tank and bowl
■ Best option fofor high water pressure homes and properties –
withstands up to 120+
1
PSI

PRO Fill Valv
Valve:

■ Height adjusts 9” to 14” for increased customization
■ The quietest and most powerful fill valve
■ Services all toilet types
TRUSTED SINCE 1957 | FLUIDMASTERPRO.COM
Fluidmaster, Inc. | San Juan Capistrano, CA | 800.631.2011

■ Air Conditioning

Able to provide heating and cooling for
commercial applications, VRF equipment
provides zoning for the whole building.
Photos: Daikin

Events come in threes. Having avoided serious disasters myself, I find
myself sitting at my desk working on various projects I’ve designed at
a slower pace than when I was at Techaire Systems Canada generating
work.
The projects I’ve handled have ranged from complete boiler room
retrofits, chiller and cooling tower change-outs to small commercial
areas handled with rooftops and split systems.
The project mix has been varied, as you can imagine. New and
retrofitted car dealerships have been a niche market for me since 1986.
I have two in progress and one currently being designed.

The recent resurgence of VRF systems in
retrofits and new projects may partially be due
to younger engineers entering the industry.
By Michael McCartney

Reluctance
I have, up until recently, avoided using variable refrigerant flow (VRF)
systems because I have always been leery of what I’ll call “engineering
fads.” By that I’m referring to the new system types that undergo
torture testing at the hands of their pioneering installers. For example,
first generation variable volume and temperature (VVT) systems
whose plastic damper actuator gears stripped easily and were subject
to the minutest of voltage spikes.
That said, VRF, for the uninitiated, is a system of direct expansion
Continued on page 29
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MEET

MATTE
BLACK

THIS FINISH MAY NOT BE SHINY,
BUT IT’S CERTAINLY NOT DULL.

© 2020 Masco Canada Limited

Matte Black ﬁnish brings conﬁdence and sophistication to
a variety of settings. Featured on select electronic ﬂush valve,
faucet and soap dispenser models, our Matte Black ﬁnish
makes a bold modern statement in design-forward hospitality
and public spaces. And their beauty isn’t only skin deep.
Our Matte Black products boast innovative features like
H2Optics® and Proximity® sensing technologies, as well as
simple installation and maintenance. Get the style you want
with the performance you need from Delta Faucet.
deltacommercialfaucets.ca

COMMERCIAL

■ Air Conditioning
R-410A has commonly been used as a
replacement to R-22, which has higher
ozone depletion potential.

Continued from page 27

refrigeration wherein refrigerant, be it hot
gas, cold suction and liquid refrigerant, is sent
directly through a network of copper lines to
air handlers located within conditioned zones.
By virtue of this, the system can provide
simultaneous heating and cooling throughout
the area of concern. This is advantageous
when compared with standard split systems
which do not have that capability.

and cooling from single condensing units,
but so far I’ve not had any projects where that
type of gear would be better than other types.

VRF projects
So, getting back to things coming in threes.
I was sent a “request for quotation” from
an architectural firm for the mechanical
upgrades for a yacht club in 2019 and am

involved now with the various segments of
that project, which will be ongoing until
well into 2021. The same architects involved
me in mechanical upgrades to five Toronto
Community Housing Corporation (TCHC)
hubs in Scarborough. These are offices for the
TCHC staff and are located in ground-level
suites in 40-year-old high-rise apartment
buildings. Thirdly, a retirement home in
Scarborough has decided to convert a number
of basement storage areas into offices.
In each instance, I ran room-by-room
heating/cooling load calculations and got an
idea of what was required to maintain comfort
conditions. Many of the rooms in those places
needed fractional tonnages of cooling, which
would require extensive runs of tough-toconceal ductwork and VVT controls.
Ducts deeper than 12-inches wouldn’t have
fit in many areas because of the low ceiling
Continued on page 31

VRF is now a timetested form of
technology and the bugs
have been sorted out
through experience and
continuous product
upgrades.
My main reservation regarding VRF was a
fear of losing an entire refrigerant charge due
to leakage; forgetting, of course, that licensed
refrigeration mechanics are highly skilled
professionals that know what they’re doing.
I know that VRF systems have been around
for quite a while, and I’ve been told that they
work well due to the simultaneous heating
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VRF technology has been around for decades and now is considered a timetested technology.
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Premium Performance and Quality
Efficient Heat and Hot Water
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ECO-KING ULTIMATE COMMERICAL BOILERS

www.ecokingheating.com

Eco-King Boilers & Indirect Tanks
www.ecokingheating.com
All Eco-King residential boilers, combi

boilers, commercial boilers and stainless
steel indirect tanks available across Canada.
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■ Air Conditioning

The younger generation is one of the reasons there is a resurgence of VRF technology.

A Daikin VRF vertical coil unit at The Jack
condominium in Toronto. Photo: Bruce Nagy
Continued from page 29.

heights. In any case, snaking the runouts in
and around light fixtures and sprinkler heads
would have been a chore. Small, room-byroom ductless VRF spilt units coupled to
outdoor-mounted condensing units seemed
to be the ideal solution, versus VVT or other
equipment types.
I believe in relying upon suppliers’
representatives’ advice in sizing and laying
out their equipment in most instances, so I
put a call in to James Kelly of DXS, a
division of HTS Engineering, and with his
help laid in their Daikin equipment on
all of the projects.

One of the projects will have units installed
in the ceilings of their two kitchens. That will
allow us to cool the occupants while they
work in front of hot kitchen equipment, yearround, and there will be a contribution to
the heating aspect of the system, in that case,
through heat recovery.
I like the fact that the condensing units are
slim, fairly light in weight and quiet operating.
In the case of the TCHC buildings, where they
are not protected from vandalism by fencing,
we can easily mount them above-ground on
wall brackets. I think you’ll find me using
VRF systems more frequently in future.
I have had to handle a number of server
rooms lately. VRF allows you to scoop heat
from the servers and put it into other areas that
require it. I’m also thinking it would do a good
job of handling a five-storey condominium
building located in a very old former industrial
building in Toronto’s east end.

Here to stay
All-in
What I find attractive about the units we
are using is the low profile of the air
handling units, which are an assortment
of fan coils and 24-by-24-inch cassettes.
That, plus the possibility of providing heat
in one area while cooling another sold me on
the concept.

Another aspect of VRF, and it is one I’ve seldom
touched upon in any of my articles, is the fact
that the people who sell the equipment are, in
general, recent grads and engineers in training.
The men and women coming out of
engineering and technology schools are

really hip in terms of electronic media, CAD
and BIM design programs and their product
knowledge is extensive. For a guy who got
through two years of engineering using a slide
ruler, it’s a mind-blowing contrast.
I’ll sum up by saying this: VRF is now a
time-tested form of technology and the bugs
have been sorted out through experience and
continuous product upgrades. It allows for
what I’ll call intimate zoning, with air handlers
as small as half-ton for individual offices. VRF
equipment can be made to fit into spaces that
would preclude the use of extensive ducts,
and it allows simultaneous heating and
cooling to happen in the same system. Lastly,
the backup, in terms of engineering expertise
and factory service, is exemplary. I guess you
can say I’ve been sold on the concept. ✚

Michael (Mike)
McCartney is an
independent design
engineer through M. E
McCartney Engineering
Ltd., a company he founded
in 1992 He can be reached
at MMcceng77@aol.com.
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■ HVAC

Set yourself up
for success by
incorporating
additional cleaning
time into your flat rate
pricing system
By Glenn Mellors
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his year has been an incredibly
challenging year for the health of
both people and business alike. Some
have lost friends or family to this pandemic
and for that, we all share your losses. Fall flu
season will soon be upon us and we need to
be proactive now.
Let’s review some of the things that
happened this year since January. The
global pandemic was sweeping the world
faster than anything we had ever seen
before. Canadians and politicians were
convinced this was a problem for the other
side of the world and somehow, we were
immune to such a thing.
By February, Canadians who had seen
firsthand the impact of viral disease spreading
were the first to take the situation seriously
and were already stocking up on personal
protective equipment (PPE).
In early March, COVID-19 was sweeping
Canada along with almost every other
country. March break was lockdown week;
little did we know the seriousness of the
situation.

Unsure what to do
For most of the world, there was not a
“pandemic protocol” listed in employee
handbooks (if you don’t have one, I suggest
you get one). Canada, for the most part, was
not prepared. Headlines read that there was
a national crisis and Canadian retailers were
out of toilet paper! Really?
This is lesson one for the fall.
Lesson two is “what do we need to do to
be profitable, while continuing to provide
our essential services under these new
conditions.” We are still struggling with lesson
three, which deals with inventory shortages.

Prepare now
Keep a constant three-month supply of the
following:
1. Single-use face masks, or seven days
supply of washable cotton masks.
Remember masks limit the number of
germs passed on to others; failing to wear
a mask tells people you don’t care about
their safety. If buying “trendy logo masks”
make sure they are moisture trapping, not
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Safety first for both your
employees and customers when
on the jobsite.
Photos: Reliance Home Comfort

2.
3.

4.

moisture wicking material. If the material
is stretchy, it is probably not safe.
Nitrile gloves. These are meant for
single use.
Five-gallon plastic pail with snap
lid. This is useful for containing
contaminated masks, gloves, and repair
parts.
Hand sanitizer. Great for skin and tool

6.
7.

or baby wipes soaked in the cleaner can
be an alternative.
Disinfectant spray. A great way to
sanitize your truck every night.
Paper coveralls. Some great low-cost
equipment is available on the market that
are water resistant. Great for technicians
who are doing maintenance and filter
changes—a COVID-19 cesspool.

Profit is what gives us the financial fuel to train
our people better, provide more solutions, safer
work environments, better tools, and safer vehicles,
all contributing to a healthy company.

9.

Face shields and eye protection. Eyes
are on the top of the list of areas on the
body that is easiest to contract the virus.
Try avoiding wiping eyes with hands,
gloved or not.
10. Shoe savers. The best type to have is
one with a rubber sole to avoid slips and
falls.
And of course, wash your hands frequently
and take your temperature daily.
Now that we have taken our temperature,
washed our hands, cleaned our truck, and
removed the days contaminated waste
products, it’s time for break! I am kidding.
Pandemic or not, we are in business to
generate profits.

Profit isn’t a dirty word

5.

cleaning but not meant to put on rubber
gloves as a practice of re-sanitizing the
gloves—usually ends up compromising
the gloves.
D i s i n f e c t a n t w i p e s . S an it i z e
everything! If you cannot find them,
make them. Disinfectant cleaner and rags
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8.

Garbage bags. Do not leave the
mechanical room carrying an old filter
without bagging it first. As more people
and places invest in HEPA filters and UV
lights, you are going to expose yourself
to a collection of components that will
require change out and disposal.

Profit is what gives us the financial fuel
to train our people better, provide more
solutions, safer work environments, better
tools, and safer vehicles, all contributing to
a healthy company. Our goal is to deliver the
Continued on page 35
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63%

energy saving potential
in today’s buildings and
industrial processes

is realizing a more energy
efficient city infrastructure
Canadian infrastructure investments are on the rise, and with ambitious climate
and energy targets in place, Danfoss has been helping make Canadian cities more
efficient and sustainable for 65 years. Heating and cooling consume as much as
40 percent of a building’s total energy use. Danfoss solutions like AC drives, variable
speed compressors and hydronic control valves help cut energy consumption and
improve comfort and control. City-wide, Danfoss’ innovative district heating solutions
amplify efficiencies — cost-effectively boosting energy productivity, minimizing
environmental impacts and helping cities plan for a sustainable future. With Danfoss,
our cities can get more out of less without sacrificing performance or reliability.
Discover how we’re Engineering Tomorrow at danfoss.ca

■ HVAC
Continued from page 33

best possible customer experience.
COVID-19 has led to the demise of some
small businesses. Why? Well, some never
understood profitability before the pandemic
and changing times meant keeping up with
the change in billable time. Lack of revenue
added to rising costs of doing business,
coupled with low charge out rates, created the
perfect storm for these entrepreneurs.

Flat rates
Change out rates are important to a successful
business. For those that follow my article trail,
this is just a reminder. For those that don’t,
this might be new.
The added burden of PPE and time to
wash, sanitize between calls, and perform our
tasks with the added protocol has increased
our cost up to 20 to 25 per cent. Materials
alone can add 15 per cent to our cost per hour,
let alone the amount of extra time it requires
to suit up, so to speak.
I am going to use layman’s terms here to
keep it as simple as possible. Start out by
calculating your cost per billable hour, this
would include person costs, truck costs,
insurance costs, PPE costs, etc. I suggest the
new number is remarkably close to $100
(the old industry average was $85). Once we
establish this number, we need to determine
your efficiency rating (ER). To do this, we
divide the number of hours we pay our
technician by the number of in-home hours
(i.e. eight hours of pay divided by five hours

Companies that do not already have a “pandemic protocol” in place should do so.
in the home equals 62.5 per cent ER. Industry
average was 65 per cent prior to COVID-19).
If my cost per hour is $100 divided by my
ER of 62.5 per cent, my real cost per billable
hour is $160 per hour. This is why companies
charging $140 per hour go out of business. Of
course, the busier you are the faster you lose
money. Do the math and stay profitable while
staying healthy.

Final chapter
Lesson three is all about trial and error—
inventory control. It is suggested that
those that have inventory will sell, and
those that don’t, won’t. It’s as simple as that.

It is a good idea to have up to three months worth of supplies in your work vehicle.
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Manufacturers have struggled this summer
season and rumour has it that it is not getting
any better. As more and more people take
cocooning seriously, the demand for home
improvement products continue to increase
locally, nationally, and internationally.
It is the ripple effect. The pandemic has led
to government tariffs, lack of raw materials,
months of lost products due to factory
closings, and part plants shutting down. The
demand far outweighs supply. If you are not
convinced, go to your local dollar store or
Canadian Tire, and see the empty shelves.
Plan on storing up some inventory!
We have come through an era of just-intime inventory practices and if you continue
to operate this way, you may become the next
COVID-19 business fatality. ✚
Glenn Mellors was born
into a plumbing family and
started in the industry in
1973. He entered the HVAC
side of the business in the
80s, working in wholesale,
and then joined Lennox in
1992. In 2008 he joined the ClimateCare Cooperative Corporation, an Ontario contractor
group, where he is director of training and
implementation. Glenn can be reached at
gmellors@climatecare.com.
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■ Plumbing

The LAST CHANCE

DRAIN
The importance of floor drains and
their proper installation has yet to be
fully realized
By Mark P. Evans

This commercial kitchen floor
drain is pre-set through core
slab before floor tiles are laid.
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“If you want to set your tools down in a dry
ing clean out as well. Good luck trying to use
part of the basement put them by the floor
or service those drains ever again. When I see
drain.”
this “kwality” of work in a finished basement,
I learned this lesson early and still find
I automatically assume the worst for all the
it helpful today. However, someone should
mechanical “up-grades.” When the inevitable
let the concrete guys know that water goes
flood occurs, insurance companies are more
downhill.
often denying claims
Too often they slope
We can’t stop the because the work was
the floor up to the floor
sub-par and unprofesdo-it-yourselfer
drain rough-in pipe
sionally installed. My
that is stubbed up and
information is that it’s
from
connecting
pipe
capped. This makes that
the number one insurarea the high-point and and fittings together and
ance claim.
the only place in the
The requirement for
room without a puddle. calling it ‘plumbing,’
good workmanship may
This is usually a
have been taken out of
but we can stop using
residential basement
our code book, but in
problem as commercial certain practices
the cut-throat world of
floor drains are typically
finance, it’s alive and
within
our
trade.
set to proper height
well.
before the floor is
poured.
A little knowledge is dangerous
It’s not only the concrete guys who don’t reThe importance of floor drains and their
alize that their work impacts the mechanical
proper installation have yet to be fully realsystems’ effectiveness, it’s also the basement
ized by associate trades, the general public
finishers that put their flooring right over the
drain and in many cases, right over the buildContinued on page 39
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Continued from page 37

Ceiling view of a suspended P-trap
serving four gang-trapped floor drains
in a commercial kitchen. The whole
system is full of grease and does not
work, making for a very unsanitary food
preparation environment.

This basement bathroom is adjacent to
the laundry room with the main floor
kitchen directly above. The whole branch
is clogged with lint and grease and
backs up the floor drain located in the
bathroom.
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and even mechanical
technicians. I believe that
as the insurance stranglehold tightens on our
industry, builders will be
held accountable for improper installation, so
understanding and correcting any problem is
critical. I know those insurance companies have
much deeper pockets than
I do so I do my best to avoid any conflict with
them. In fact, I have found a kind of business
niche working with them. There’s money to be
made in the restoration business and I’m finding more work as a mechanical consultant.
I’m being contracted for professional advice
after negative water related incidents and also
before to pro-actively assess potential future
problems. I rather enjoy that type of work. It
gives me a chance to see just how dangerous
a little knowledge can be and increases my
respect for the trade
and the true professionals that practice
it.
We can’t stop
the do-it-yourselfer
from connecting
pipe and fittings together and calling
it “plumbing,” but
we can stop using
certain practices
within our trade
that although code
approved, have
proved to be troublesome.
One example is the typical method of
roughing in the laundry in the basement
where the kitchen sink is directly above on
the main floor. The drains are tied together
and connected to the wet vent for the floor
drain or a branch drain.

Some commercial floor drains are also
hub-drains used to drain fixtures or
appliances.
The combination of lint from the washing
machine and grease from the kitchen above
wreaks havoc on the system.
Many times, these plumbing groups are
served by a common branch drain that
includes a bathroom group or two.
Over time, the branch drain becomes
coated with lint/grease sludge which backs
up the line spewing raw sewage into the
basement via the floor drain. I’ve been to
many service calls where the main floor
is rented out as a separate unit and those
tenants are unaware that they are creating
a “Hazardous Materials” environment in
the basement. Each flush from above pours
out the easiest outlet it can find, usually
the floor drain. I’ve witnessed volcano
like ejections coming from kitchen sinks,
bathroom sinks, bathtubs and showers,
but the time I saw a geyser coming out of
a lower level toilet was most memorable.
What a show!

Solving the problem
Even if everyone stops using the fixtures
during the crisis, the condensate drains,
softener discharge, reverse osmosis units and
a host of other “non-participatory” systems
Continued on page 41
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are still actively trying to use the blocked
drain.
Solving this problem entails making
additions to existing requirements,
including:
The minimum size of every buried drain
should be two-inches. Kitchen drains should
be two-inches minimum and connect
independently to a viable drain of at least one
trade size larger diameter.
An accessible clean-out should be installed
in the vent pipe of the kitchen sink and
laundry. This will allow access for rodding
and/or the insertion of a blow-up test plug to
create a closed space downstream so positive
pressure can be applied to the drain. I have
blown out grease blockages using this method
but had to open the wall and modify the vent
to do so.
Lint guards should be mandatory for every
washing machine waste.
“Solutions” is really just a figure of speech
in this context because there is no system
so “foolproof ” that it could stop the most
determined fool. I know it’s true because I’ve
done a lot of service work in student housing.
Still, we have to try.
I don’t remember this being such a big
problem in the past, but grease blockages
are becoming a real common thing in my
service area. No doubt the advancing age of
the systems contributes to the problem, but
I think the dynamic of food preparation,
consumption and waste removal has
changed.
The answer to the question of which drain
is the most important may vary depending on
who and when the question is asked, but aside
from personal emergencies, I think it’s the
floor drain. It’s the last chance in any building
to use gravity to protect against a destructive

Mark P. Evans
is a contractor, master
plumber and heating
technician based
in Waterloo, Ont.
He can be reached at
mark.evans@live.ca
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sure thing. Water will always go to the bottom
and there will always be the threat of water
from somewhere.
Whether from a plumbing system leak, an
overflowing bathtub, spring run-off seeping
through a foundation crack or a million
other sources, there must be a system in
place for removing flood water from the
living space.
If it’s the system that’s causing the flooding,

then the problem is ours and we have to
change the design or pay the price. ✚
Congratulations on your retirement
Simon, I hope you enjoy your exciting
new adventure.
Thank you for a job well done and
thank you for being a good friend.
Best wishes and good luck.
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Everything works fine—

until it doesn’t
The challenge in doing the job right
By Greg Scrivener

High external static
pressure caused by
ductwork can cause
reduced life in a
refrigeration system
in a roof top unit.
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I

n this issue, I want to talk about some of
the challenges associated with “doing it
right.”
Every year, I teach a Fundamentals of
Air Conditioning course for the Mechanical
Contractors Association of Saskatchewan. We
study in-depth both psychrometrics and the
refrigeration cycle for two days and then bring

it together with a residential air conditioning focus in a practical lab where we
work on two different air conditioning
systems—one with a TX valve and one
with an orifice metering device.
When I first started teaching the
course several years ago, I misjudged
how much time and effort would be
involved in covering what I thought
were simple concepts such as superheat
and subcooling. I frequently forgot that
this stuff is not baked into everyone’s
brains automatically and I often
struggled to move at an appropriate pace
when I was trying to explain something;
I’m fairly certain the junior engineers I
work with would probably say I still do
this. (This is sometimes called the curse
of knowledge bias.) I am surprised that
someone could install air conditioners
for years and not really understand what
was happening in the pipes.

Autopilot
Manufacturers have done a really good job at
making our life easy. Most of the time, when
Continued on page 45
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The author’s heat
pump—installed and
turned on.

Continued from page 43

you open the service valves to start up a residential air conditioner, it just works. Obviously,
this is good because it makes the installation
easy, but it has some downsides. It means that
you can install hundreds of air conditioners
and never really have to understand how they
work. You don’t really need to understand
superheat or subcooling or how the compressor operates at low load. Everything works
just fine—until it doesn’t. And as long as “it
doesn’t” happen after the warranty period, then
everything is good. I have worked on residential air conditioners that were on their third
condensing unit in 10 years with no warranty
provided. If a soap box was near, this is usually
where I would get on it and proclaim the virtues of having adequate knowledge and proper
installations and start-ups; I’ve been on that
soap box many times before.

with no access to natural gas, so I considered
putting in a heat pump to save some propane
during the shoulder seasons (a few years ago,

Many of the errors we make installing or servicing
a system have significant long-term effects on
both lifespan and energy use but don’t dramatically
affect the day-to-day operation.

things I wanted—cool the
house; cool the house and
heat the pool; heat the pool
only; heat the house—will
likely end up in a future
article. It is much more
complicated than it seems
at first pass.
For this summer, I just
put in the heat pump.
I installed the piping,
did a pressure test and
evacuation, opened up
the line set and turned on
the power. Guess what? It
worked.
Ac c o r d i n g t o t h e
installation manual, I
needed to put in a few ounces of refrigerant,
but everything seemed great. Nice high
suction pressure and exactly what you would
expect for a condensing pressure. I didn’t
add refrigerant, I didn’t check the superheat
setting of the TX valve, and I didn’t measure
the subcooling. I flipped the thermostat to
heat and that worked too. It has been running
for a month in both heating and cooling and I
haven’t touched it again. I am that guy.

Lifespan of a system
Personal project
This summer I decided to install air
conditioning in my house. This will be the
third house we have lived in where I have
personally installed the air conditioner and
up until now it has always been a curse. In
the previous two cases, the rest of the summer
ended up being so cold we didn’t need air
conditioning at all. This summer, we lucked
out and I got the air conditioner installed just
before a 30C plus week. We live in an area
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wholesale propane where I live went above
$1 per litre in the middle of winter). On top
of that, we were thinking about putting in a
small pool and a heat pump would be able
to work its magic and cool the house at the
same time it was heating the pool. I ended up
ordering a 2.5-ton heat pump.

Do your measurements

I’m sure that a lot of other industries
are similar in this regard, but one of the
challenges we face in the refrigeration and
air conditioning industry is that we can
get away with a lot. Many of the errors we
make installing or servicing a system have
significant long-term effects on both lifespan
and energy use, but don’t dramatically affect
the day-to-day operation. We’ve discussed

The exercise of figuring out what heat pump
to order and how to design it to do all the

Continued on page 47
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before about the cost of using too small of a
suction line or not installing piping with good
oil return. We’ve also discussed about not
properly cleaning condensers and adjusting/
verifying superheats. A system with a high
superheat and dirty condenser has a slow
death sentence imposed on the compressor
because it will operate much hotter.
Residential air conditioning is particularly
challenging because in most of Canada’s
climate regions the systems don’t actually run
very many hours per year, which means that
problems can take a really long time to show
up. Commercial systems run more, but still
not that much. With commercial refrigeration
systems that have to operate all year, you start
to see the consequences of poor installation
and maintenance practices more quickly. This
does not mean the refrigeration mechanics
servicing commercial equipment don’t have
the same challenges. Commercial systems can

be much more complicated than residential
air conditioners and the technicians that
service them have to know a lot more, but I
suspect there is just as much “flick the switch
and leave.”

Resist taking shortcuts
All of this presents a problem for our industry
because we can get away with it, it can appear
less expensive to do exactly that. For example,
if it takes two hours longer to do everything
properly and verify proper operation on a
residential air conditioner installation, you
could save 100 hours by taking shortcuts
while installing 50 air conditioners. That
means, from a cost perspective, if only one
of those 50 goes wrong enough to take a few
extra days to get working right, or maybe
requires a warranty replacement, you can still
end up ahead.
So, what’s the problem? The problem is
that this attitude decreases the requirement
for knowledge, and it discourages investment

in education for technicians. Without welltrained and educated technicians, it becomes
more and more challenging to solve the hard
cases and we become an industry, who in
large part, doesn’t have adequate ability to fix
what has been installed at a reasonable cost. I
don’t believe this is a healthy place to be and I
strongly encourage you to do what you can to
encourage training in your organization. For
me, that means I better go start-up that heat
pump properly. ✚

Greg Scrivener is the
lead refrigeration engineer
and a partner at Laporte
Consultants, Calgary,
and works throughout
Canada and the U.S. He is
a professional engineer and
journeyperson refrigeration mechanic. He
can be reached at
GScrivener@laporteconsultants.com.
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■ People & Places

Taco celebrates 100 years
As anniversaries go, 100 years is a milestone
not many companies reach, so when it
happens it calls for a big celebration—unless
of course it occurs during a pandemic.
Despite the lack of a large gathering to
mark its centenary, Taco, a manufacturer
of hydronic systems and equipment for
residential, light commercial, industrial and
OEM markets, has like many businesses
during COVID-19, taken its message online.
“We intend to hold a celebration, but it
probably won’t be until next year,” says Jim
Garrett, general manager of Taco Canada,
which alongside its parent company is
celebrating 90 years in Canada. “We plan to
celebrate in a bigger fashion than just online,
but at this point that’s all we can do.”
One of the leading brands in the North
American HVAC industry, Taco was established in 1920 in Elizabeth, New Jersey as the
Thermal Appliance Company and has been
owned and operated for three generations of
the White family, including current owner
and executive chair of the board, John Hazen

White Jr.
According to Garrett, the secret to White
and by extension, Taco’s success is that he has
surrounded himself with good people. “He’s a
big believer in people,” says Garrett. “It’s the
best thing he’s done for the company.”
Garrett joined the company in 2000 to
build sales through a network of independent
agencies and he says his success was made
easy because Taco had such a good brand
name in the marketplace.
“Whenever I would identify a sales
representative that I thought would do a good
job for us, I’ve never been turned down.”
Since 2009, Garrett has concentrated on the
operations side of the business, “to support
what we’re selling, by getting product out into
the field in a timely manner,” adding that he
is a big believer in the power of advertising
as a way of enhancing Taco’s presence in the
Canadian marketplace.
“They get used to seeing the name and it
helps build the brand,” says Garrett.
That brand has continued to expand

The

People
Victor Hyman has been appointed as the executive
director of ClimateCare Canada, Burlington, Ont.,
where he will be responsible for the overall management
of the company. Hyman joins the ClimateCare Canada
team after working for Emco Corporation for the past
nine years.
Victor
U p o n o r has appointed C h r i s
Hyman
Hartwick as general manager for
Uponor Canada, Mississauga, Ont.
He will focus on Canadian sales, marketing, customer
service, and customer engagement. Hartwick most Chris
recently served as director of sales for commercial Hartwick
building services in Canada and the U.S. for Xylem Inc.
and managing director for the Canadian Applied Water
Systems division.
The Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Institute of Canada (HRAI),
Mississauga, Ont., announced that Lauralei Heggie
Lauralei
will be joining the management team in the role of
Heggie
business development director. Most recently, Heggie
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Jim Garrett, general manager, Taco
Canada (left) accepts a plaque
recognizing the company’s 100th
anniversary from CIPH president and
general manager Ralph Suppa.
globally, with the company’s emphasis on expansion, which included recent international
acquisitions, such as Italian-based Askoll/
Taco Flow Solutions.
“The message is ‘think globally,’” says
Garrett.

owned here own consulting company, and previously held roles at Star
Media Group.
The Canadian Institute of Plumbing and
Heating (CIPH), Etobicoke, Ont., announced that Dave
Hughes has joined the Institute as technical consultant
for Codes & Standards. Hughes will assume an advisory
role for staff and CIPH members to better serve core
Dave
competencies/constituencies and the industry in general.
Hughes
This includes coordinating with the association’s technical
operation as well as educational programs.
The Mechanical Contractors Association of
B.C. (MCABC), Burnaby, B.C., welcomes Vanessa
Jackson as the new marketing manager. Jackson brings
13 years experience in marketing, brand development,
project and events management.
Ontor Limited, Toronto, Ont., announced that Vanessa
Keith Farrell has joined its management Jackson
team as vice president of sales and
marketing. Farrell brings to Ontor a wealth of experience
in both the Canadian and U.S. HVAC markets,
having worked in the industry for over 30 years.
Keith
Most recently, he was president of Riello North America,
Farrell
a Carrier company.
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■ Shop Management

Become the go-to company for your customers
by exercising your power of influence.
By Ron Coleman
am writing this article on Simon Blake’s last day as the editor of Plumbing
& HVAC. It has been a privilege writing for this magazine for many years
under Simon’s mentorship. It brings home the message that we are getting
older and closer to retirement.
His contribution includes all of us who have been influenced by him
as editor and the impact he and this magazine has had on all of our
businesses.
I am very aware of the impact he had on me, allowing me to
influence those who read my articles.
There is a cascading impact and effect on what we do. This
is the leverage of the power of influence. I get the opportunity
to influence readers and they, in turn, can influence their own
circle. We all have this tremendous power of influence and it
is critical that we don’t waste it.
Now, how does this relate to you? Are you exercising your
power of influence to the max? How are you helping the next
generation? How are you making sure your family and business
are financially secure and healthy?

Less authority than you think
As an HVAC or plumbing contractor, you may think you
have a great deal of authority, but in reality, you have very
little.
Continued on page 53
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Continued from page 51

What do your employees do if you are
overbearing? Their friends and family tell
them to work elsewhere.
What do your customers do if you try to
dictate at them? They find a more amenable
provider.
The first step is to focus on what you can
do to make your environment a better place.
COVID-19 has shown how quickly our personal and business lives can be disrupted
and how little control we have on it in many
fronts. Do you have many regrets in how you
survived the past few months? In some ways,
COVID-19 gained the power of influence
over our lives. This pandemic came out of the
blue and none
of us were
fully prepared
for it.
We have control over how we will
let the post-COVID-19
era shape our lives
moving forward. We
can only take control if
we are being proactive
and using our influence
to make all those within our sphere of influence do better.

power of influence by focusing on who will
benefit from it the most.

Maintain key relationships
I believe that one of the enduring outcomes
of COVID-19 is that we are all going to rely
more on relationships. The isolation that
we have felt has reinforced how important
our relationships are. As a contracting
company owner, you have several “bubbles”
that the regular employee doesn’t have.
Your additional bubbles are employees,
suppliers, and customers. What strategies
are you putting in place to strengthen your
relationships within these bubbles?

Healthy and happy
employees will help
keep suppliers and
customers happy and
healthy. Healthy and reliable
suppliers will make life easier
for your employees and
ensure better service
for your customers.

Wake-up call
Michael D. Higgins, president of Ireland,
said that his role in life is to acquire
knowledge and to share it. All of us have
acquired an incredible amount of knowledge
over our lifetimes, but are we really sharing it?
What are you doing to share your knowledge?
You have family, friends, customers,
employees, suppliers, the list could go on,
all within your power of influence. Are you
and your company doing everything possible
to make this a better place for all of us? This
pandemic was a wake-up call for us.
We all have a limited amount of time
available to us. We need to look at using our
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If your employees are facing financial
hardships or difficulty with childcare, you
have a huge potential to use your power of
influence to support them and their families.
This is also the time to consolidate your
relationships with key suppliers. Support them
and they will support you. Make sure you talk
to the senior management in the supplier
companies so that personal relationships are
developed. Talk about the bubble that you
are in with them and ask them how you can
help their business by agreeing to guidelines
for working with them. Let them know that
you rely on them and that they are a critical

element of your business.
Customers are very anxious about having
trades on their premises. They want as
few tradespeople as possible. This is your
opportunity to be their go-to provider.
Develop your protocols and make sure you
communicate them. By linking all three
bubbles with the focus on the customer, you
have an excellent business model.

Enhancing your bottom line
Healthy and happy employees will help keep
suppliers and customers happy and healthy.
Healthy and reliable suppliers will make life
easier for your employees and ensure better
service for your customers.
Happy customers will keep your business
and enhance your bottom line. Taking these
steps will not only enhance your business but
ensure that you and your family are more
likely to stay healthy physically, emotionally,
and financially.
Robin Sharma wrote a very insightful book
called Who Will Cry when you Die? If you want
to look at it another way, “It’s okay to love your
job, but your job won’t love you back.”
Simon Blake loved his job, but now even
without him, the job will continue under
new tutelage. I know that Mark, Leah, and
John, and all the team members at Plumbing
& HVAC will continue using their power of
influence to make us all more successful—
both in our business and personal lives. And
so, continues Simon’s influence.
“Be kind, be calm, be safe.” – Dr. Bonnie
Henry, B.C. provincial health officer. ✚
Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.
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■ Coming Events
managers, distributors, utilities and other
industry workers.

Going digital

Over 50,000 industry people attended the 2020 AHR Expo in Orlando, Florida, Feb. 3-5.

COVID-19 alters final events for 2020
The American S o ciety of Heating,
Ref rigerating and Air-C onditioning
Engineers (ASHRAE), have issued a survey
to exhibitors, attendees, and co-sponsoring
groups regarding the possibility of rescheduling the in-person event for their annual AHR
Expo and ASHRAE Winter Conference. As
of publication, it is scheduled for January
23-27 with the new proposed dates being
March 15-17.
“While no one can predict the evolution of
the pandemic, an additional seven weeks may
make a difference in our ability to conduct
the exposition,” reports ASHRAE in a press
release.
If postponed, the event will remain at the
McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois.
For more information, visit: ahrexpo.com.
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Postponed again
The Mechanical Electrical Electronic
Technology (MEET) show has officially been
postponed for the second time due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. Originally set for May
2020 and postponed to November 2020, the
show committee has made the decision to
reschedule the show till May 5-6, 2021. The
event will still be at the Moncton Coliseum,
Moncton, New Brunswick.
The show is the second-largest industry
event of its type in Canada, and the largest
trade event for Atlantic Canada. It features
around 400 companies over more than
100,000 square feet of exhibit space. Every
two years, it welcomes over 6,000 attendees,
which include contractors, developers,
engineers, architects, tradespeople, building
IBC ...................................................... 4
John Wood ........................................ 18
Liberty Pumps ...................................... 2
Napoleon ........................................... 21
Navien ................................................. 9
Noble ............................................... 52*
Ridgid ................................................ 40
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Taco ................................................... 42
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TPI ..................................................... 41
Training Trades ................................... 50
Viessmann ......................................... 24
Wolseley .................................. 48, 52**
*Ontario only

**Outside Ontario

The Buildings Show and Buildex Alberta
will be joining forces to present a virtual
show. Based on an attendee survey and due
to the fact that large gatherings are currently
restricted, organizers have made the decision
to go fully virtual for 2020. Buildings Week
will run from November 20 to December 4.
Attendees can explore virtual booths and
an online marketplace, attend panel discussions, hear from industry leaders and get
involved in the discussion through audience
polls, questions and answers, and group chats.
There will be a mixture of live, pre-recorded
and on-demand content.

Calendar
POSTPONED
Nov. 18 – 19, 2020:
MEET 2020,
Moncton Coliseum, Moncton, New
Brunswick. For more information, please
email info@mpltd.ca or visit
www.meetshow.ca.

Nov. 30 – Dec. 4, 2020:
The Buildings Show and
BUILDEX Alberta,
are being combined into Buildings
Week, a single digital platform. For more
information, please visit https://www.
thebuildingsshow.com/en/home.html.

Jan. 25 – 27, 2021:
AHR Expo 2021,
McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois. For
more information, please visit
www.ahrexpo.com.

April 7 – 8, 2021:
MCEE 2021,
Palais des congrès de Montréal (Montreal
Convention Centre), Montreal, Québec.
For more information, please contact
Elizabeth McCullough at
e.mccullough@ciph.com or
phone 1-800-639-2474.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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THE FASTEST
DRAIN CLEANER
IN YOUR TRUCK.

Kinetic Water Ram

™

Clearing clogged sinks, tubs and laundry drains couldn’t be
easier. Leave your heavy drain cleaning tools in the truck and
grab the lightweight Kinetic Water Ram instead. It quickly clears
slow draining tubs, stubborn traps, and long narrow lines, yet
weighs just 10 lbs.
The Ram uses a burst of compressed air that bypasses vents and
stacks to hit the stoppage head-on, yet it won’t harm pipes. And
best of all, the all metal Ram is made right here in the USA.
See it in action at www.drainbrain.com/ram, or call the
Drain Brains at 800-245-6200 for more information.

WATCH: How the principal of kinetic energy is applied.

MADE IN USA
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